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Abstract

Interactive simulation, also known as operational

gaming, is a preanalytical tool intended to provide a

better intuitive understandingof a given problem situ-

ation and to lead through successiveapproximationto

the constructionof a realistic analytical model.

There are two essentialfeatures that distinguish

interactive simulation from ordinary simulation modeling:

Interactive simulation includes the relevant decision-

makers among the elementsbeing simulated (by knowledge-

able individuals acting as players); and it'is dynamic

in nature, in that it utilizes the expertiseof these

players to improve the structureand numerical parameters

of the game between plays.

This paper presentsa descriptionof a relatively

sophisticatedsix-persongame, called GEM, which attempts

to simulate the economic planning and interactionof six

world regions.

- iii -
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AN INTERACTIVE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

Introduction

The model to be describedhere, which is named 'GEM' (for

"Global Economic Model '.), is a six-person interactive simulation

model (or game), intended to generateintuitive insights into
,

the economic interactionsamong six world regions over the next

fifty years.

Each player is responsiblefor manipulating the economy of

one of these regions. To do so, he has to make resourceallo-

cation decisions (between sector inputs, capital investment, in-

vestment in R+D, and supplies to consumersand to government);

in addition, he may trade commoditieswith the other five parti-

cipants and conclude long-term agreementswith them concerning

trades, loans, investments,and technology transfer.

The six regions, designatedby the letters '5' ,'E','C','O',

'N','D', which are intended to resemblevery· roughly six real-

world regions obtained by aggregationfrom the ten regions of

the Mesarovic/Pestelmodel*, may be abstractlycharacterizedas

follows:

5: A highly developed,centrally planned economy, with

substantialenergy resources

E: A highly developedmarket economy, with greatly

limited energy resources

C: A developing, centrally planned economy, with

substantialenergy resources

0: A small developingmarket economy, with very sub-

stantial energy resources

N: A highly developedmarket economy, with substantial

but inadequateenergy resources

D: A developing economy, with undevelopedenergy

resourcesand a rapidly growing population

* M. ｍｾｳ｡ｲｯｶｩ｣ and E. Pestel, "Mankind at the Turning Point",
SecondReport to the Club of Rome, Dutton, 1974.
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The economic structureof each of these regions is highly

aggregatedand is representedin terms of eight economic sectors.

The GEM game is played over a simulated 50-year period,

starting with the present. The 50 years are broken up into ten

5-year scenes,where each scenerepresentsone move cycle in

the game.

Purpose

The purposeof such simulation gaming generally is not so

much to solve problems directly but to lead to a better intuitive

understandingof the problem structureand thereby to help the

analyst in the developmentof models that gradually becomemore

and more appropriatefor dealing with the real-world problem

situation. Thus a simulation game is preanalytic in nature: it

is not intended in itself to be either predictive or decisional.

An essentialpart of the routine of playing a simulation game is

a constructivedebriefing or review sessionin which the parti-

cipants are asked to engage (a) in a self-critique ("what would

I do differently if I were to play the game again?") and (b) in

a critique of the game ("what numerical inputs, or what struc-

tural components,of the game should be altered in order to

achieve greaterrealism?").

As a result of such inquiries, the game is almost invariably

changed in some respectsbetweenplays. The gaming activity,

therefore, should not be viewed as a seriesof trial runs of a

particular simulation model but as a dynamic processin which a

more and more realistic conceptionot' the world gradually evolves.

A simulation game must have the built-in capability of such po-

tential self-correction.

The particular purposeof GEM is to help acquaint IIASA's

staff with the potentialitiesof simulation gaming as a preana-

lytical researchtool. Thus GEM's primary function is that of a

demonstrationgame. It is for this reason that emphasishas not

been placed on obtaining the most precise and up-to-datestatis-

tics to serve as input data for the six regions consideredin

GEM but rather on including in the game model as many important

factors descriptiveof global economic interactionsas are com-
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patible with the requirementof keeping the game simple enough

to be easily playable. The absenceof precision in the initial

choice of numerical inputs--this defect, if it is felt as such--

can easily be remedied later by substitutingmore precisedata

when these become available. With regard to ｳ ･ ｬ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｧ factors

for inclusion in the model, special attentionwas paid to IIASA's

particular areasof interest, such as the world food and energy

situations.

Move sequence

The GEM game is played in ten move cycles, called 'scenes',

each simulating 5 years of real time. The record of a particular

play of GEM is a scenario, consisting in a scene-by-scenede-

scription of decisionsmade by the players as well as of event

occurrences(such as technologicalbreakthroughsor discoveries

of new basic-resourcereserves) and of notable changesin trend

values (such as capital investmentor labor unrest).

The move structureof each scene is shown in Figure 1 on p.4.

Before explaining in greaterdetail the elementscontained

in Figure 1 and particularly the players' move options, it is

necessaryto describethe basic structureof the underlying eco-

nomic model. However, there is one important feature of the game

which deservesto be pointed out first. As is evident from the

indications given in Figure 1, the model containscertain sto-

chastic elements. Some of these reflect influences entirely exo-

genous to the model, such as those controlling the weather and

the growth of population. Others, such as technologicalbreak-

throughs or the amount of labor unrest, are endogenousin the

sensethat, while they are the result of random (i.e.,.Monte-

Carlo) decisions, their probabilities of occurrencecan be affect-

ed by player actions. The effect of the presenceof these sto-

chastic features is that the players have to plan in the face of

some uncertaintyas to the results of their decisions. In this

respectthe model differs markedly and, it is hoped, in the di-

rection of realism from standardeconometricmodels in which

economic output is determinedsolely by input allocations.
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jINFORMATION ON START-OF-SCENE STATUS
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TENTATIVE ALLOCATION

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
\ INFORMATION ON EXPECTED OUTPUT I
----------------

ACTIVITY LEVEL DECISIONS

.......................................
:RANDOM EFFECTS: WEATHER, LABOR UNREST:...................J .

II NFORMATION -ON ACTUAL -oUTPUT,1
------- -------

WORLD TRADE AND NEGOTIATION SESSION

------- ------,
ｾ ｕ ｐ ｄ ａ ｔ ｾ _S::"ATUS ｉｎｾｏｾｔＺＧｏｾｉ

FINAL-SUPPLY ALLOCATION

................................................
;RANDOM EFFECTS: TECH BREAKTHROUGHS, POPULATION:

Figure 1: Move Structureof each Scene

Code:

player moves

-
I information given to the players

random effects
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The economic sectors

The eight economic sectors, in terms of which the economy of

each of GEM's six regions is described,are as follows:

1: Mining (other than fuel)

2: Intermediateproducts

3: Durable goods

4: Consumptiongoods (other than food)

5: Food

6: Fuels

7: Electric energy

8: Services

The singling out of food as a separatesector and the decision

to have energy representedby two sectors (6 and 7) reflect the

special importanceattachedto long-rangeplanning in these areas

at IIASA and elsewhere.

To expressinput/output transactionsamong the sectorsof the

economy, it is convenient--andin view of the high degreeof ag-

gregationvirtually mandatory--touse monetary units in order to

be able to add together otherwise incommensurablequantities. Of

course, the production processrequires certain physical quanti-

ties as inputs to obtain a specific physical output, and the mone-

tary value of these inputs and outputs may changeas prices fluc-

tuate. A simple way to deal with this situation is to choose a

monetary unit and then to define one physical unit of the output

of Sector i as that quantity of the i-th commodity whose price,

at the outset of the game, is one monetary unit.

As the monetary unit we choose $ 1 B (= one billion dollars) .

The operationof the economy is describedin terms of an in-

put/output matrix which, for the purposesof GEM plays, can best

be presentedin the format shown in Figure 2 (p.6). The portion

of that display to the left of the double line is the standard

format for an input/output matrix. It can be filled in either

with technical coefficients, which indicate what physical ｱ ｵ ｡ ｮ ｾ

tity producedby the sector on the left has to flow into the

sector listed above in order to produce one physical unit of



Net Avall-'
Total product ::able

into Sector req'd (=output Old Net for Con- Gov- New
in- - req'd inven- im- final ｓ ｄ ｐ ｾ ･ ｲ ｮ ｾ Hard Soft inven-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 puts inputs) tory ports supply tion ment Cap Cap tory

1

2

3

Input 4
from

Sector 5

6

7 I

0'\

8 I

Cost of
inputs

Value
added

.
ValUe of ,
output

I

Figure 2
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output in that sector: or with actual flow coefficients, expressed

in monetary units (which--it should be remembered--areinitially

equal to physical units), in which case the matrix provides an

accountingof actual inputs and outputs and of the resultant sur-

plus available for final supplies.

To change from technical coefficients to monetary flow coeffi-

cients it is necessaryto multiply the column vector of technical

coefficients correspondingto the i-th sector with the activity

level of that sector and then to form the inner product with the

vector of current prices.

In applicationsto the real world, an input/output matrix can

be interpretedas representingeither the rates of flow at a given

time or the average flows over a given period (such as a year) .

In the context of GEM, we shall for game-playingpurposesmaintain

the fiction that the economy of a region operatesin two succes-

sive stages: In stage I, the activity levels of the industrial

sectorsare chosenby the player directing that region, the re-

quired inputs for these activity levels are calculated, and the

net product (i.e., the total output minus the required intermedi-

ate inputs) is determined. This togetherwith existing invento-

ries and net additions derived from imports constitutesthe re-

sourcesavailable to satisfy final demand. Given this information,

the player, in Stage II, decideshow to allocate these supplies

betweenconsumers,government, capital investment (both 'hard' and

'soft' [see below]), and inventories.

It should be noted that the options available to a player in

both Stages I and II are sUbject to certain obvious constraints.

The activity levels chosen in Stage I are constrainedby (a) the

capacitiesof the sectors, (b) the total amount of effective labor

available, and (c) the requirementthat net production plus inven-

tories must be nonnegative. In addition, in the special casesof

Sectors 1 and 6, there are limits on known resourcedeposits, and

production may not exceed the ･ ｸ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ of such known deposits.

The allocation made in Stage II is subject to the constraints

that final suppliesmust be nonnegativeand must add up to the

total available for this purpose.
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When playing GEM, the options available to a player, as well

as any constraintson his allocations, will be clearly displayed

to him. The constraintswill include the absoluteones just enu-

meratedas well as "advisory constraints". The latter will in-

form him about (a) the amount of hard-capital investmentrequired

to offset capital depreciation, (b) the level of supplies to con-

sumer households (food and other commodities) necessaryto pre-

vent deaths from starvationand civil unrest, and (c) the level

of supplies to governmentnecessaryto prevent deteriorationof

governmentservices (see below).

While in standardeconometricmodels the output of the econo-

mic sectors is completely determinedonce their activity levels

have been set (provided, of course, the proper feasibility con-

straints have been met), this is not so in GEM, since there are

two built-in random elementsaffecting the output: One is the

uncertaintyof the amount of labor unrest, which affects the size

of the effective labor force (see the following section) and

thereby indirectly the output of each sector; the other is the

regional harvest conditions (weather, crop and cattle diseases,

pests, etc.), which are simulated as follows: for each region and

each scene, a random deviate ｾ is drawn from a normal distribu-

tion with quartiles at ±.OS, and the nominal food output for that

region and scene is then multiplied by 1 + <5.

Population and labor

population, and labor in particular, are measuredin units

of one million persons.

For each region, a fixed population growth rate has been as-

sumed:

Region S E c o N D

104102.5 7.54
Population growth rate
per scene (in percent)

The population, P, if provided adequatelywith food, will thus

grow exponentially, except that the increment,Ap, from Scene j

to Scene j+1 will be replacedby Ap + d, where d is a random de-

viate drawn from a normal distribution with quartiles at ±tt AP .
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If the annual food supply (measuredin monetary units) per

population unit is f, then the predicted population declines

from P to

.0003 + f2 P.

(For example, if the annual per-capitafood supply is 100 dol-

lars' worth, then the food supply per population unit is valued

at

100K10 6

109

or o. 1 monetary units. Hence f = . 1 and P' = .971 P. In other

words, at this level of food supply, the population, over a five-

year scene, will be reduced by about 3%.)

The total labor force, TLF, for simplicity, is set equal to

.45 P for all regions.

The total labor force may be reduced in its effectivenessby

labor unrest. If the amount of labor unrest is u, where 0 ｾ U::l 1 ,

then the effective labor force is

1 'I'LF.
+ 4u2

(Thus, in the worst case, when u = 1, ELF is only 20% of TLF.)

The quantity u is a function of random fluctuations as well

as of the proportionatescene-by-scenerate of increase,d, in

per-capitasupplies to households. If Cons. is the personalcon-
1

sumption in Scene i (= the monetary value of supplies allocated

to households),Pop. the population in Scene i, and Q. =Cons./pop.,
1 "1 11

then

The allocation of supplies to households (describedby a vec-

tor H) is a little more complex than that of governmentsupplies.

First of all, a food allotment, H5 , is chosen. The remaining

componentsof H essentiallyare to be in proportion to a given

profile, except that there is some built-in flexibility, in that

up to 20% of each of the componentsH3,H4 ,Ha may be substituted
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for by the others, and similarly up to 20% of the componentsH
6

and H7 may be substitutedfor by the other.

For u to remain constant, d has to equal some minimal rate

of increments in total per-capitasupplies to households,which

we shall here simply assumeto be 10% per scene, or d = .1. If u

is the labor unrest in one sceneand u' that in the next scene,

we shall set

11' :-:- f (u , d) I

where, in .1c1di tion to f (u, .1) = u, we shall assumethat f (u, -.5)

= 1 and f (u, 1) = 0 (that is, halving per-capitasupplieswill

cause labor unrest to rise to its maximal value of 1, whereas

doubling supplieswill quell such unrest altogether). A rela-

tively simple such function, which will be adopted here, is

, _ 4(1 - d)u
u - (1 - 10d)u + 6d + 3 .

Superimposedupon this function we assumea random distribution,

as follows: let ｾ be a random deviate drawn from a normal distri-

bution with quartiles at ±.05; then replace u' by

min [1 , max (0 , u' + e5 ) ] •

(This simply adds ｾ to u', except that cut-off points are intro-

duced at 0 and 1.)

A fraction s of the effective labor force is skilled, the re-

mainder, 1 - s, unskilled. The quantity ¥S is called the 'labor

productivity multiplier', and the 'available skilled-labor equi-

valent' is defined as follows:

SLE = VS·ELF.

Note that if s =0 then SLE =0 and if s = 1 then SLE = ELF, and that

the marginal effect of an increasedskill fraction is a decreasing

function. Skilled-labor equivalentsare treated as being freely

interchangeable.

The skill level of the labor force is assumedto decline 10%

per sceneunless this trend is counteredby governmentaleducation-

al efforts, as evidencedby the government'sefficiency level (see

next section). Note that 1abor productivity, which may be defined

as GNP/TLF, is equal to VS'GNP / (1+4u2)SLE.
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Government

The governmentrequires final supplies from Sectors 3,4,6,7,8

in fixed proportion. The activity level of this supply vector

will determinegovernmentefficiency, g, which in turn will affect

(a) the skill level of the labor force, (b) the capital coeffi-

cients (both hard- and soft-capital), (c) the rates of inventory

depreciation,and (d) the quality of information on commodity

quantitiesavailable to the player for planning purposes.

We assumethat g is measuredon a scale from 0 to 1 and that

it is a function solely of the per-capitaactivity level, x, of

the vector specifying supplies to the government. Let x =a be

that level of per-capitasuppliesat which the governmentoperates

at efficiency g = .9. Then we set

9x2
g = a 2 + 9x2 '

which has the effect that doubling the supplies to government

raisesgovernmentefficiency from .9 to .97, whereashalving them

lowers it from .9 to .69. (The quantity a as well as the compo-

nents of the governmentalsupply vector will be prescribedindi-

vidually for each region.)

We next turn to the determinationof the quantities affected

by the level g of governmentefficiency.

Skill level: The skill level, s, as statedbefore, will de-

teriorate at a rate of 10% per scene if no educationalprovisions

are made. The amount of such educationis assumedto be implicit

in the eff-iciency level of the government. To maintain a skill

level s (that is, just to counteractthe 10% deterioration), it is

assumedthat an efficiency g =s is required. Below that, swill

decline; above it, s will increase. The formula to be used is as

follows:

si+1 = .9si + .1gi +1'

where the indices i and i+1 refer to Scenes i and i+1. For gi+1 = 0

this formula yields s.+1 = . 9s.; for g. +1 = s, it yields s. 1 == s. ;
1 1 1 1 1+ 1

and for g'+1 ==1 it yields s'+1 = .9s. +.1 [= s. +.1 (1 - s.)] (in
11111

other words, maximal governmentalefficiency moves the value of s

from s. one tenth of the way toward its theoreticalmaximum value
1

of 1).
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Capital coefficients: The vector of hard-capitalcoefficients,

which specifieswhat capital inputs are required to increasethe

capacity of a sector by one unit, suffers a proportional increase

if government is inefficient. Specifically, if under ideal con-

ditions (g = 1) a vector of capital coefficients is C, it is re-

placed by
2C / (2g - g )

if the efficiency is g. [Note that °ｾ 2g - g2
:!:i 1 since 2g - g2 =

1 - (1 _g)2.] Exactly the same rule applies in the case of a vec-

tor of soft-capital coefficients (which specifieswhat capital

inputs are required to raise the probability of a technological
ｾbreakthroughfrom p to -z- ) .

Inventory depreciation: Inventories in Sectors 2 to 5, in the

ideal caseof g= 1, are assumedto deteriorateat the following

rates per scene:

Sector

Depreciation

2,3,4

. 10

5

.25

(The depreciationrate in Sectors 1 and 6 is 0, and the term is

not applicable to Sectors 7 and 8.) In general, thesedeprecia-

tion rates are multiplied by 2 - g.

Quality of information: The information received by a player

during Stage I of operating the economy of his region is to the

effect of what resourceshe may expect to have available to satisfy

final demand, based on his tentative choice of activity levels,

and what resourceshe has in fact available for this purpose, fol-

'lowing his definite choice of activity levels. In order to simu-

late the heighteneduncertainty in any national economic planning

processthat has its cause in governmental inefficiency, the pieces

of information just mentionedwill be modified slightly. In fact,

if the final output of a sector is x, the information given to the

player will be x + 6, where d is a random deviate drawn from a nor-

mal distribution with quartiles at ±.2(1 - g)x, where g is the gov-

ernmental efficiency. Note that this deviation is ° for g= 1 and

20% for g =0.

In applying this rule, the same deviate will be used for the

same output component, regardlessof whether this information per-
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tains to a tentative (expected) output or the output resulting

from the player's definite choice of activity levels. (This is

to make it impossible for him to increasethe accuracyof his

information by repeatedsampling.)

Capital investment

There are two kinds of capital investment, denoted as 'hard'

and 'soft'.

Hard-capital"investment consists in the expansionof pro-

duction facilities, using existing technologies. It requires

as inputs durable goods (Sector 3) and services (Sector a). The

capital coefficients, c 3 and c a ' which specify the amountsof

these inputs required to expand capacity by one unit (one unit

being the amount of capacity neededto produce one unit of out-

put), of coursedepend on the sector which is being expandedand

on the available technology; however, it will be assumedthrough-

out that c a = tic3. (If several technologiesare available, it

will be assumedthat expansionutilizes the most recently ac-

quired technology, unless the contrary is specified by the play-

er.) All production capacity is assumedto depreciateat the

rate of 25% per scene.

Soft-capital investment representsan R+D effort; it consists

in promoting certain technologicalbreakthroughs(see below) by

attempting to enhancetheir probability of occurrence. Soft-

capital investment, too, requires inputs from Sectors 3 and a

only. The soft-capital coefficients, d 3 and da' specify the

amounts of these inputs required to enhancethe corresponding

probability by one unit, where the meaning of a 'unit enhancement'

will be explained presently. In this case, too, for simplicity,

a fixed ratio betweend 3 and da will be stipulated; in fact, we

shall set d a =d3 , with the value of d3 dependingon the break-

through sought.

The details of handling technologicaladvancesand their con-

sequenceswill be the subject of the following two sectionsof

this paper.
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Technologicalbreakthroughs

It will be assumedthat each sector'sproduction processis

capable, in principle, of technical improvement resulting in a

more economicalmethod of production. Such an improvementwill

be the consequenceof a technologicalbreakthrough,which is

treatedas an event having, for each scene, a certain probability

of occurrencethat can be estimatedand also can be influenced by

investment in appropriateR+D ('soft-capital investment').

A technologicalbreakthroughin Sector i causesthe technical-

coefficient vector for Sector i,

(x" ,x2 , , ••• ,xS ' ,L,)1. 1. 1. 1.

(where 'L' stands for 'labor') to be changedto a different vector:

(x,' , ,x2' , , ••• ,xS' , ,L! ) •1. 1. 1. 1.

Also, while the resourcecosts of a capacity unit for Sector i,
had been, say, c3'4c3 (for Commodities 3 and S respectively), the

'II b h 't" , ,new resourcecosts W1. e some ot er quant1. 1.es c3'4c3. Once a

technologicalbreakthroughin a sector has occurred, the player's

further investment in capital-stockexpansionin that sector, in-

cluding the replacementof capacity depreciation,will--as stated

before--automaticallybe assumedto utilize the most recently ac-

quired technology (unless the contrary is specified). As a re-

sult, the sector will operate in a mixed mode, using partly the

obsoleteand partly the novel technology.

Specifically, the potential technologicalbreakthroughsin-

cluded in GEM are these: First of all, for each sector Si (i =

',2,... ,S), there are what may be considerednormal technical-

improvement breakthroughs,which for simplicity we standardizeas

follows:

TE, = a technological improvement in Sector i, having1.
the effect of reducing the last four technical

coefficients from x 6 .,x7 ' ,xS"L. to 90% of their1. 1. 1. 1.
values, that is, to .9x6 ".9x7 , ,.9xS".9L .•1. 1. 1. 1.

Each of these technologicalbreakthroughsmay occur repeatedly

(but only once ｾ ｮ each scene). Aside from theseeight, there are

six other potential events, of which three are also production-
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processbreakthroughs(but going beyond normal technical im-

provements),and the remaining two are other developmentsim-

proving the state of the economy. (The index, in each case,

refers to the industrial sector to which the breakthroughper-

tains:)

TB, = the detectionof hitherto unknown mineral

reserveswithin the region, increasingthe

amount of known reservesby 100(r+ 1) units,

where r is a random integer drawn from a

uniform distribution over the set from 0 to 9;

TBS= the feasibility of large-scalenonagricultural

food production;

TBS= the feasibility of controlling the weather,

resulting in an improvement in averageharvest

conditions that cause the harvest to be in-

creasedby 1% in the following scene, by 2% in

the scene thereafter, and so on, over what it

would have been otherwise;

TB6= the detectionof hitherto unknown fuel reserves

within the region, increasingthe amount of

known reservesby 100(r +1) units, where r is

a random integer drawn from a uniform distri-

bution over the set from 0 to 9;

TB7= the feasibility of producing electric energy

from solar power plants;

TB7= the feasibility of producing electric energy

from fusion power plants.

Of these, TBS' TB7, and TB7are production innovations. None of

theseare repeatable;however, any normal improvement in Sectors

5 or 7 (i.e., the occurrenceof TBS or TB7) is consideredto

apply also to these new technologies,reducing their last four

technical coefficients by 10%. Of the other three events, TB1
and TB6 are repeatablewhile TBS is not.
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Forecastsand enhancementof technologicalbreakthroughs

Plays of GEM will be based on probabilistic forecastsregard-

ing the occurrenceof technologicalbreakthroughs. For the time

being, it will simply be assumedthat, in the highly developed

regions S, E, and N, the basic probability of occurrenceper scene

will be .10 for each TB i , where 'basic' refers to the casewhere

there is no additional enhancementthrough soft-capital invest-

ment (see below) • (These probability assumptions,like many

other GEM parameters,can easily be modified later if and when

information is available that would lead to more realistic values.)

For the remaining breakthroughs,the sceneprobabilitieswill also

be assumedto be constant, as follows:

TB' TB' TB" TB' TB ' TB"1 556 7 7
.05 .02 .02 .05 .02 .01

Note that for the nonrepeatableevents (TB;, TB;, ｔ ｂ ｾ Ｌ TB;) these

sceneprobabilities are conditional on the event not having occur-

red in an earlier scene; once they have occurred, their subsequent

sceneprobabilities will be zero.

In the developing regions C and 0, all of the above probabili-

ties are replacedby ｾ their values, and in the sixth region, 0,

they are replacedby 4 their values.·

If the managerof a region wishes to enhancethe probability

of a technologicalbreakthroughthrough soft-capital investment,

he can do so by allocating equal quantitiesof durable goods (Sec-

tor 3) and services (Sector 8) to it.

If the probability for the next scenewas p, raising it half-

way toward its theoreticalmaximum value of 1, that is replacing
1

p by p + :2 (1 - p) ,

will be referred to as a 'unit enhancement'. The cost (in re-

sourcesfrom Sectors 3 and 8) of achieving a unit enhancement

will be statedas

d 3 = d 8 = c,

where the value of c dependson the particular breakthroughbeing

romoted.
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If k·c is allocated to enhancingthe probability of the break-

through (where k >0), the resulting enhancementwill consist in

replacing

p by 1 k
P + [1 - (2) ] (1 - p).

Here k is called the 'degreeof enhancement'.

If, as a result of an enhancement,the breakthroughstill

does not occur in the next scene, the effort is not assumedtotally

wasted but, as in the real world, some of the effort (in the case

of GEM, one half) carries over to the following scene. That is,

if k·c was invested in Scene i, the effect in Scene i+2 will be as

though ｾ ｫ Ｇ ｃ had been invested in Scene i+1; similarly the effect

in Scene i+3 will be as though ttk'C had been invested in Scene i+2;

and so on.

Note that technologicalbreakthroughsare region-specific.

However, once a breakthroughhas taken place somewhere,all scene

probabilities related to that breakthroughin other regions are

enhancedby one unit in subsequentscenes (that is, p is raised

to ｾ Ｉ Ｎ Moreover, a new technology can be transferredto ｡ ｮ ｯ ｾ ｨ ･ ｲ

region if the donor contributesthe service portion of the required

capital investmentduring the first scenewhen such investment is

undertaken. The minimal level of investment, for this purpose,

is that required for one capacity unit.

Cross impacts

Technologicaladvancesdo not occur in complete isolation from

one another. That is to say, the occurrenceof one may influence

the subsequentprobability of occurrenceof others. These mutual

effects are referred to as 'cross impacts'. For instance, if

there are two rival breakthroughs,such as TBS and TBS' a player,

once he has achieved one of these, may well decide to allocate

fewer resourcesto the other, thereby reducing its probability of

occurrence. Conversely, one breakthroughmay technically facili-

tate another and thus raise its probability of occurrence; for in-

stance, an advance in production technology in Sector 3 (i.e., TB3)

may thus trigger a similar advance in Sector 4 (i.e., TB4).
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The first of these impacts, that is, the reduction in proba-

bility of rival technologies,is taken care of in GEM via the

players' own actions. The other, the mutual enhancementof tech-

nological progress,needs to be inserted in the mathematical

model. We shall not try to be sophisticatedabout this but merely

reflect this effect in a very simplistic manner.

It will be assumedthat thesemutually enhancingimpacts occur

between

(a) TB 1 and TB6 ;

(b) TB2
, TB

3
, and TB4 ;

(c) TB, and TB6.
Whenever one of theseoccurs in a region, it will be assumedthat

the other (or others, in Case (b)) will be enhancedby one unit.

That is, the effect, say, on TB6 will be the same if, in the pre-

ceding scene, TB 1 occurred in the same region or if TB6 occurred

in some other region.

Since all of the affected events are potentially repeatable,

we have, for the presentpurpose, to distinguish between their

first, second, and so on, occurrence. It has to be understood

that the impacts describedabove refer to the effect of the i-th

occurrenceon the i-th occurrence.

World trade

There are six tradablecommodities, namely, those produced

by Sectors1 through 6. Electricity (Sector 7) and services (Sec-

tor 8) are not consideredtradable, but some servicesmay be trans-

ferred from one region to another as part of a technology transfer

arrangement(see p.17).

During each scenethere will be one internationalmeeting

among the players, which consistsof a formal trading sessionas

well as informal negotiations. The latter, which may take place

both before and after the formal session,may result in bilateral

agreementsconcerning loans, investments,technology transfer,

and future trading arrangements. Forms are provided for recording

such agreements. The purposeof these forms is to make sure that

there is no misunderstandingof what has been agreedto, but the

rules of the game imply no enforcementof any such contracts.
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To facilitate salesduring the formal trading sessionieach

player is provided with a small amount of internationalcurrency

(generally equalling one tenth of his region's initial GNP). It

is expectedthat the players will balancetheir imports and ex-

ports sufficiently well to stay within thesecash flow limitations.

If they cannot do so, they will have to rely on negotiatedloans

or gifts from the other players.

A GEM scenecovers 5 years; but since it is customaryto state

GNP and other economic indicators in annual figures, it will be

more convenient for the players if scene statistics in GEM, such

as sectoral inputs and production, GNP, final supplies, and trades

are expressedin annual am0unts. Thus, if Region X is said to have

a GNP of $ 800B in Scene i, this should be interpretedas meaning

that the averageGNP during the 5 years comprised by Scene i is

$ 800B. Similarly, a trade agreementin a given sceneresulting,

say, in the sale of 20 units of durable goods from X to Y is inter-

preted as a sale of 20 such units in each of the 5 years of that

scene.

All trades involve an expenditurein services (reflecting the

cost of transportation,finance, etc.). In GEM both buyer and
\

seller will be assessed.025 units of servicesfor each unit of

commodities traded.

The formal trading sessionproceedsas follows: For each com-

modity (1 through 6), the latest world price is posted (at the

start of the game it is 1.00 for each commodity). There is a

playing board with six sections, one for each commodity. Each

player is assigneda color and is given a supply of circular and

squaremarkers in his color. Circles are used to representoffers

of sale, squaresto representoffers of purchase. To indicate how

many units of each commodity each player wishes to sell or buy at

the posted price, he places a correspondingnumber of circular or

squaremarkers in the appropriatesection of the playing board.

(For convenience,half-size markers are also made available to re-

presenthalf-units, but finer subdivisionsare not permitted.)

If the total number of circles and squaresin a section happen to

be equal, the sales are completedat the postedprice. If supplies
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Figure 3
Volume

exceed, or fall short of, demands, the price is lowered or raised,

respectively, by .01 and rounded down or up to the nearestmultiple

of .01, and the players are given an opportunity to adjust their

offers. If, in this process,an exact balance is achieved, the
,

sales for the correspondingcommodity are consideredcompleted at

the new price. Otherwise the processis terminatedas soon as a

switch from an excesssupply to an excessdemand, or conversely,

is observed, in which case the salesvolume and the price are de-

termined by

linear interpo-

lation between

the positions

just prior to

and just after

the switch (see

Figure 3).

(Credit for the

basic idea of

this procedure

should be given

to Robert Bickner.)
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Dummy players

Provision has been made to carry out plays of GEM when there

are fewer than six players by automating the actions pertaining to

one or more of the regions. This is done by prescribing specific

policies to be followed by such "dummy players", as describedbelow.

The advantageof this provision is not only to accommodate

groups of fewer than six participants,but also to offer the im-

portant possibility of systematicallyexploring the relative value

of presetpolicies by repeatedlyexposing them to the vicissitudes

of random events and interventionsby opposing players.

For this purposewe define the choice of a 'policy' as con-

sisting in the assignmentof importanceratings, as follows:

(a) ｾ Ｑ Ｇ ｾ Ｒ Ｌ •.. ,a8 to the 8 industrial sectors, and

(b) ｾ Ｑ ' P2' ｾＳ to the 3 final-demand sectors: households,

government, and capital investment.
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These ratings are to be integers from 1 to 4, where

'1' indicates 'no importance',

'2' indicates 'slight importance',

'3' indicates 'moderateimportance', and

'4' indicates 'great importance'.

We further define a 'maintenanceoperation' as consisting in

running the economy in such a way that the quantities

f (= per-capita food supply),

g (= governmentefficiency), and

the capacitiesof the industrial sectors

remain at their previous levels, and that the level of supplies

to householdsrise at the rate of 10% per scene (which prevents

labor unrest from increasing).

A 'strategy' for implementing a given policy has to specify

what actions, normally decided on by a player, are to be taken

with regard to the choice of activity levels, trade with other

regions, and the allocation of final supplies. These specifica-

tions are as follows:

Choice of activity levels:

(a) Let y be the final-demand vector that has to be met to

achieve a maintenanceoperation; then

-1
x = (I - A) Y

is the correspondingactivity-level vector.

(b) If any componentof x exceedsthe available capacity,

that component should be reduced accordingly.

(c) If the vector thus reduced still cannot be implemented

becauseof excessivedemandson resourceinventories

or labor, then the componentsx. of x are reduced by
1

amounts proportional to 5 - r:J.. until the existing re-
1

source and labor constraintsare satisfied.

(d) If implementationof the activity vector x would leave

some excessresourcesas well as labor, then the com-

ponentsx. of x are increased,within capacity limita-
1

tions, by amounts proportional to ol •..until at least one
1

of the excessresourcesor the excesslabor are used up.
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Trade with other regions:

(a) No contractsare made.

(b) The quantitiesof commodities that the dummy region

would want to supply to, or demand from, the world

market are determinedas follows. Let

I = current inventory (i.e., the inventory at the

beginning of the scene, plus net output) ,

M = vector of supplies required to carry out the

maintenanceoperation,

D = resourcesdeficit, defined as the currently

observedshortagein input resourcesfrom

sectorsthat are running at a deficit (i.e."

are not producing as much as is required for

intermediateoutput),

F = vector composedof

P1 units of householdsupplies,

P2 units of governmentsupplies, and

P3 units of capital investment.

Here, in allocating the componentsH. of the household
1

supply vector, we make use of the flexibility stipulated

earlier:

H3 is replacedby H' = H3 - min ( . 2H3 ' . 2HS) ,3
H4 is replacedby H' = H4 - min(.2H4 ,max[O,.2(HS-H3)]),4
H6 is replacedby H' = H6 - min(.2H6 ,·2H7),6
H7 is replacedby H' = H7 + min ( . 2H6 ' . 2H7) ,7
HS is replacedby

H' = HS + min(.2H3 ,·2HS) +min(.2H4 ,max[O,.2(HS-H3)])·S

We now form the vector
y = I - M - D - K· F,

where ｾ is a parameteryet to be chosen. The positive

componentsof Y will representthe surplusses,the nega-

tive componentsthe deficits associatedwith providing

final supplies at a level ｾ above that required for main-

tenance. Now choose for 8 the largest value for which
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Y7 ｾ 0 and Y8 ｾ 0, and

V(Y 1)+V(Y 2)+ .•. +V(Y 6) = 0, where V(Y
i

) is

the value of Y. at its current world price.
1

The positive componentsamong Y1 'Y 2""'Y 6 of the re-

sulting vector Y will be the quantitiesdesired to be

supplied to the world market, while the negative com-

ponentsamong Y1 'Y2""'Y 6 representthe quantities

desired to be purchasedfrom the world market.

(c) The quantitiesof commodities to be offered to, or de-

manded from, the world market, as determinedunder (b) ｾ

apply to current world prices. As these prices get

changedduring the trading session,the quantities

offered or demandedshould be changedby percentages

equal to 10 times the percentagechangesin price (the

changebeing rounded up to the nearest ｾ unit). The

sign of the change is equal to that of the price change

in the caseof salesoffers, opposite in the case of

purchasedemands. (For example, if the current world

price of a commodity was 1.05 and is changedto 1.06

an increaseof .95% -- then an offer to sell, say,

20 units of that commodity would be increasedby 9.5%

to 21.9, or rounded up to 22.)

Allocation of final supplies:

To satisfy final demand, the following supply dispositions

are made:

(a) D is set aside as part of next scene'sstarting inven-

tory.

(b) M is used to supply the maintenanceoperation.

(c) The largest value of ｾ is chosen for which

M + D + ｾＮｆ S; I,

where I is the new inventory (after completion of trades),

and ¥.p is used to supply ｾ ｐ Ｑ units of additional house-

hold supplies, ｾ ｾ Ｒ units of additional governmentsupplies,

and ｾ ｐ Ｓ units of capital investment.
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Here, of each unit of capital investment, 90% is to

go into hard- and 10% into soft-capital investment.

Thus the distribution of Commodities 3 and 8 alloca-

ted to capital investment is as follows:

ｾ Ｗ Ｒ Ｅ comm.3?5

< 90% hard 18% Comm.8 77%
100%

10% ｳｏｦｴｾ 5% Comm.3 23%
5% Comm.8

Comm.3

Cornrn.8

(d) The hard-capital investmentportion is distributed

over Sectors 1 to 8 in the ratio 0( 1: 0(2:··. : <X8 ·

(e) The soft-capital investmentportion is devoted to pro-

moting a breakthrough (or breakthroughs) in the sector

(or sectors) Si for which O{i = max (0<.1'···' o(8)' to

be equally split when there are several candidates.

It should be mentioned that the above provisions for automating

the operationof a GEM region can also be invoked if a player,

after participation in several scenerounds, wishes to relinquish

further activE participation in favor of merely setting a policy

and turning over the further managementof his region to automatic

control.


